Defect prediction can be a powerful tool to guide the use of quality assurance resources. However, while lots of research covered methods for defect prediction as well as methodological aspects of defect prediction research, the actual cost saving potential of defect prediction is still unclear. Within this article, we close this research gap and formulate a cost model for software defect prediction. We derive mathematically provable boundary conditions that must be fulfilled by defect prediction models such that there is a positive profit when the defect prediction model is used. Our cost model includes aspects like the costs for quality assurance, the costs of post-release defects, the possibility that quality assurance fails to reveal predicted defects, and the relationship between software artifacts and defects. We initialize the cost model using different assumptions, perform experiments to show trends of the behavior of costs on real projects. Our results show that the unrealistic assumption that defects only affect a single software artifact, which is a standard practice in the defect prediction literature, leads to inaccurate cost estimations. Moreover, the results indicate that thresholds for machine learning metrics are also not suited to define success criteria for software defect prediction.
INTRODUCTION
R ESEARCH regarding software defect prediction for the accurate prediction of post-release defects in software is an ongoing and still unresolved research topic, that was already discussed in hundreds of publications [1] , [2] , [3] . Current research focuses on problems like cross-project defect prediction (e.g., [4] ), heterogeneous defect prediction (e.g., [5] , [6] ), unsupervised defect prediction (e.g., [7] , [8] ), and just-in-time defect prediction (e.g., [9] ). Additionally, researchers have turned their attention to how defect prediction research should be conducted, e.g., reducing the bias through sampling approaches [10] , the impact of hyper parameter tuning [11] , suitable baseline comparisons [12] or general guidelines that should be considered [13] . While all of the above contribute to the advancement of the defect prediction state of the art, there are also multiple publications that question the progress of the state of the art through replications in recent years, as they demonstrate that older (e.g., [4] ) or trivial (e.g., [14] , [15] ) approaches are comparable too or even better than more complex recent approaches from the state of the art.
The problems with replications of prior results lead to the question, if defect prediction can currently really help developers and organizations to reduce costs. While this aspect is crucial, there are only few publications that cover cost models for defect prediction (see Section 2) . Moreover, the existing cost models have several limitations, e.g., a 1-to-1 relationship between software artifacts and defects, or the assumption that quality assurance is perfect, i.e., all predicted defects are found. Additionally, researchers often use of "standard" machine learning metrics like precision, recall, F-Measure, MCC, AUC and others instead of a cost model [3] , [16] . While these metrics are suitable to estimate the general performance of defect prediction models, they are not suitable to answer the question if defect prediction can actually save costs, i.e., have a positive profit.
With this article, we want to close this research gap through the specification of a general cost model for defect prediction. Our cost model takes the costs for quality assurance, the costs of defects, the relationship between defects and software artifacts, the possibility that quality assurance may fail to reveal defects as well as one-time and continuous costs for the execution of the defect prediction into account.
The contributions of this article are the following:
• A general cost model for software defect prediction.
• Mathematically proven boundary conditions on cost saving defect predictions.
• Initializations of the cost model with realistic assumptions that can be used by researchers and practitioners for the evaluation of defect prediction models, including guidelines on how to use the cost model.
• Through the work on the cost model, we discovered a principle problem in current defect prediction papers, i.e., that we do not account for the fact that there is an n-to-m relationship between software artifacts and defects. Through simulations of defect prediction models on real-world data, we have shown that the results, especially in terms of costs, may change if this relationship is considered.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss existing cost models and costsensitive metrics for software defect prediction. Then, we formally specify the problem of software defect prediction in Section 3 and derive the general cost model for defect prediction from this specification in Section 4. In Section 5 we proof properties that must be fulfilled by defect pre-arXiv:1911.04309v1 [cs.SE] 11 Nov 2019 diction models in order to have a positive profit. Then, we show how the general cost model can be initialized under different assumptions in Section 6. Through simulation experiments, we evaluate trends of the boundary conditions for cost saving defect predictions, as well as the impact of different assumptions on the initialization of the cost model in Section 7. We proceed with a discussion of our cost model, including guidelines on how to use our model and threats to the validity of our work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
RELATED WORK
Most of the defect prediction literature does not use costsensitive evaluations, but standard machine learning measures based on the confusion matrix, e.g., precision, recall, F-Measure, and MCC. Within this section, we discuss approaches for the evaluation of defect prediction models that directly take costs into account. We differentiate between cost metrics and cost models. A cost metric takes specific parts of the costs into account, but does not try to actually estimate the complete costs related to the defect prediction model. A cost model combines multiple or all relevant aspects associated with the costs of a defect prediction model. As a consequence, cost metrics are only indicators of cost effectiveness, whereas cost models can be used to calculate the costs as well as the profit of defect prediction models. After the discussion of costs models for defect prediction, we present a broader overview about related work on cost modeling, both in software engineering as well as other domains.
Cost Metrics
There are also multiple performance metrics in the literature, which take costs into account. Ohlson and Alberg [17] , as well as Rahman et al. [18] defined variants of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves that take costs into account. These ROC curves are defined over the number of defects found versus the number of artifacts that have to be considered. Using the area under this ROC curve, a threshold independent and cost sensitive performance measure is defined. The variant by Ohlson and Alborg is also known as lift chart [19] . Rahman et al. [18] also considered using the percentage of lines of code instead of the number of artifacts. However, the results are similar. Hemmati et al. [20] use a similar variant of ROC that considers the percentage of defects detected versus the percentage of lines of code. Arisholm and Briand [21] propose an approach similar to a ROC curve. They plot the percentage of defects found, as well as the percentage of code considerd both on the y-axis versus different cutoff values for a prediction model on the x-axis. The area between these lines indicates the cost saving potential.
Canfora et al. [22] use costs defined by the lines of code that are predicted as defective as a criterion for a multiobjective optimization algorithm for cross-project defect prediction. Another measure that is considered is the number of modules that must be visited before 80% of the defects are found (e.g., [23] ). Similarly, some authors considered the number of defects found if the top twenty percent of the predictions are considered (e.g., [24] ), i.e., the predictions with the highest scores.
Cost Models
A cost model with similar traits to our work was proposed by Khoshgoftaar and Allen [25] . In their work, the authors observe that the costs for false positives and false negatives are different. They model the expected costs of misclassifications through two constants that represent the costs of unnecessary quality assurance in case of false positives and the costs of missed defects in case of false negatives. Later, this approach was extended to consider these costs as a ratio [26] . Drummond and Holte [27] propose the use of cost curves for classifier comparisons. The cost curves consider the same cost model as Khoshgoftaar and Allen [25] , i.e. the expected costs of misclassifications. However, instead of assuming a single constant, they propose to use a ROC curve of the expected costs versus different cost ratios.
Another cost model for defect prediction was proposed by Zhang and Cheung [28] . The model is also similar to the work by Khoshgoftaar and Allen [25] . However, they also took the costs for true positives into account, i.e., the costs of necessary quality assurance that can prevent post release defects. Based on this model, the authors derive a criterion for cost-effectiveness of defect prediction that must be fulfilled such that defect prediction outperforms randomly selecting artifacts for quality assurance as well as applying quality assurance to all artifacts. While our cost model has the same general structure as the models by Khoshgoftaar et al. [25] , [26] and Zhang and Cheung [28] , both may only be considered as a special case of our approach as they have several limitations which our model overcomes. They assume 1-to-1 relationships between software artifacts and defects, i.e., binary defect labels for the artifacts. This is unrealistic as software artifacts may contain multiple defects and defects may affect multiple software artifacts. Moreover, both models do not take into account that quality assurance is not perfect and may not be able to detect predicted defects. Additionally, the models assume constant costs for both quality assurance as well as defects. Our general model allows individual costs for each artifact and each defect and we cover the constant costs as a special case we consider. Finally, both cost models ignore one-time and continuous costs that occur if a defect prediction model is used within a development process. The cost curves by Drummond and Holte [27] could also be used with our cost model, to visualize the cost savings for different cost ratios.
Cost Model for Other Applications
While this article is focused on cost models for defect prediction, we also want to give a brief overview on cost models for other applications. In software engineering, similar cost models to our work were proposed for the reliability assessment of software with the goal to determine the time costs of releases [29] . Such models estimate the costs based on the costs for quality assurance and for fixing defects prior to a release in comparison to the costs due to fixing defects after the release and the costs for delaying a release. The reliability models use stochastic processes to model the expected number of defects in the software, e.g., a nonhomogeneous Poisson process [30] . Such a stochastic process is not required for our cost model because the defects are known from empirical data. Similar to our work, the cost models for software reliability use constants for the costs of quality assurance and due to defects. The only cost factor that is not assumed as constant are the penalty costs for delaying a release, which are modelled as a function that monotonically increases with the delay.
Stolfo et al. [31] created a cost model for the evaluation of machine learning based fraud detection. While the domain is different, the goal is similar to our work for defect prediction, i.e., to provide means beyond standard machine learning metrics to assess the impact of a prediction approach on costs. The assumptions behind the structure of the cost model are similar to defect prediction cost models. The authors compute the cost savings based on the effort spent due to predictions, costs saved due to true positive predictions of fraud, and false negative misses of fraud. The costs for effort spent is similar to the quality assurance costs in defect prediction cost models and assumed by Stolfo et al. [31] to be constant. The costs for detecting or missing fraud is similar to the costs of defects. A big advantage of the fraud detection cost model over our initializations of the cost model is that the authors know the loss due to fraud, because this is the amount of money in a fraudulent transaction. In comparison, we have to rely on a constant that represents the mean costs per defect.
In general, the literature on cost models follows a pattern for the creation of cost models similar to our work: the authors determine factors related to the costs from the literature and/or experience and create a cost model as the sum of these cost factors. For example, Patry et al. [32] use this approach to assess the cost of lithium-ion battery cells, Etkin [33] assess different factors of costs associated with oil spillages, and Pugliatti et al. [34] for the cost of epilepsy in Europe. We note that the complexity of the cost models is also impacted by the amount of research invested into understanding different cost factors in detail. For example, decades of research on economics have led to complex cost models that can model whole economies by describing different actors through well-understood stochastic processes. An example for such a model is the work by Nakumura and Steinsson [35] : the authors created a cost model that takes household consumptions of different goods over time as well as the labor and production behavior of companies into account to analyze the impact of economic shocks on money non-neutrality.
SPECIFICATION OF DEFECT PREDICTION
Defect prediction models are used to assess the risk of software artifacts and guide quality assurance efforts in order to prevent post-release defects. Formally, let S be a software product that consists of artifacts s ∈ S. These artifacts may be modules, files, classes or methods. The software product contains defects d ∈ D, whereas each defect belongs to one or more artifacts. We denote the artifacts that d belongs to as a set and define d = {s d 1 , , . . . , s d n } to denote that the artifacts s d 1 , . . . s d n ∈ S are defective because of defect d. Vice versa, we denote the defects that affect an artifact s as d(s) = {d ∈ D : s ∈ d}. Since one defect can belong to multiple artifacts, and artifacts can be affected by multiple defects, we have an n to |d(s)| = m relationship between artifacts and defects. Given the defects D, we can divide the artifacts S into two disjunctive sets S DEF and S CLEAN such that S DEF contains all artifacts that contain defects and S CLEAN contains all artifacts without any defects, i.e.,
The goal of defect prediction models is to estimate S DEF and S CLEAN . Thus, a defect prediction model is a function h : S → {Def ective, Clean}.
(2)
In the following, we use the labels 1 = Def ective and 0 = Clean, i.e., the prediction model classifies artifacts into clean and defective artifacts. With the exception of a publication by Hemmati et al. [20] , the current state of the art assumes each artifact that is correctly labeled as defective, predicts all defects in that affect an artifact correctly. However, this is not necessarily the case, because a defect d ∈ D may affect multiple artifacts. A defect d is successfully predicted by a defect prediction model if all artifacts s ∈ d are labeled as defective, i.e., h(s) = 1 for all s ∈ d. We define the set of defects that are successfully predicted by a defect prediction model h as
and the set of defects that are missed as
To get a better understanding of our definitions, consider an example with three software artifacts S = {s 1 , . . . , s 3 } and two defects D = {d 1 = (s 1 ), d 2 = (s 1 , s 2 )}. Thus, s 1 is affected by both defects, s 2 is only affected by defect d 2 and s 3 is clean. Let us consider a defect prediction model that predicts s 1 as defective and the other artifacts as clean, i.e., h(s 1 ) = 1, h(s 2 ) = 0, and h(s 3 ) = 0. This means that D P RED = {d 1 } because all artifacts that d 1 affects are predicted as defective by h and D M ISS = {d 2 } because the artifact s 2 that is affected by d 2 is predicted as clean.
Depending on the prediction of the model and the actual post-release defects that are observed in the software, there are four possible outcomes of a prediction.
1) The defect prediction model predicts a post-release defect in an artifact correctly. This is called a true postive. We denote the number of true positives as tp.
2) The defect prediction model falsely predicts a postrelease defect in an artifact. This is called a false positive. We denote the number of false positives as f p.
3) The defect prediction model correctly predicts that an artifact does not contain a post-release defect. This is called true negative. We denote the number of true negatives as tn. 4) The defect prediction model falsely predicts that an artifact does not contain a post-release defect. This is called a false negative. We denote the number of false negatives as f n.
GENERAL COST MODEL
The use of defect prediction models affects several costs in a development process. In general, we must account for the following factors.
• cost IN IT , i.e., one-time costs for the introduction of defect prediction into a development process.
• cost EXEC , i.e., continuous costs related to the usage of the defect prediction model in the development process, e.g, for the preparation of data, analysis of prediction results, or the re-training of models.
• cost QA , i.e., costs due to additional quality assurance measures that are applied as a result of the predictions made by the model.
• cost DEF , i.e., the costs due to post-release defects. These costs include not only the directly incurring costs, e.g., due to a loss in revenue or contract penalties, but also the maintenance costs for deploying patches in the wild, the costs of regression testing, or costs due to an increased effort for the correction due to restrictions on the allowed changes to the source code after the initial release.
The costs for actually fixing the defects in the artifacts are not a relevant factor for the costs of defect prediction. These costs either occur as a result of quality assurance before the release, or due to a post-release defect after the release. Thus, the costs for fixing a defect will always be present and cannot be changed due to the defect prediction, only losses due to post-release defects can be prevented.
If all the costs are known, we can calculate the costs associated with acting according to a defect prediction model as
One-time costs and continuous costs
The one-time costs and continuous costs account for the investment required to establish and execute the defect prediction model within a development process. Both the one-time costs and the continuous costs depend on the current development process in an organization, the desired defect prediction model, and how the defect prediction is integrated into the development process. Relevant factors of the current development process are, e.g., the availability of links from work done in a version control system for the source to the issue tracking system in use, as well as established procedures for the static analysis of the software product. The factors that influence the resulting costs of a defect prediction model are similar to those for any change in the development process, e.g., tool costs, training costs, or migration costs. Moreover, there is a trade-off between onetime costs and continuous costs: high one-time costs can reduce the continuous costs. E.g., if a lot of money is spent to create a defect prediction tool that runs fully automated, including aspects like retraining and performance reports, the continuous costs are relatively low in comparison to manual retraining and performance reporting. Regardless, the estimation of the continuous costs should also account for risks, e.g., additional training costs due to developer turnover. Underestimating the risks may result in a too conservative estimate of the continuous costs and, therefore, may require the re-estimation of the continuous costs and a subsequent re-evaluation of the cost effectiveness of the defect prediction model. This already shows that the one-time and continuous costs are highly dependent on the tool market: if off-theshelf tools for defect prediction are available, the costs are constant and depend on the licensing model, training costs of the tool provider, as well es potential prior experience with tools by developers.
Moreover, the one-time costs and continuous costs are considered independently from the quality assurance costs and costs of defects. We assume that the one-time and continuous costs are constants that represent the mean of the expected costs for establishing and executing the defect prediction model in an organization, i.e.,
and
Quality assurance costs
These are the costs that result from the prediction of the defect prediction model, i.e., that result from acting upon defective predictions by the model. The costs for the quality assurance measures depend on the techniques for quality assurance (e.g., code reviews, software tests). Moreover, the quality assurance costs may depend on the artifacts themselves and may vary, e.g., due to the artifact size or complexity. The estimate of these costs should take the experience of developers into account and, therefore, may need to be adopted in case of developer turnover. We denote these costs as qa(s). These costs occur for all artifacts that are predicted as defective, i.e.,
We model these costs in relation to the artifacts S and not the defects D, because defect prediction models also label artifacts, instead of identifying concrete defects which may be related to a set of artifacts.
Defect costs
The last component are the costs due to post-release defects d, i.e., defects that are not found by the quality assurance and make it into the wild. We denote the costs of each defect as loss(d). The costs due to post-release defects consist of two parts. The first part are the costs due to defects, which are not found because they are not predicted by the model, i.e., d ∈ D M ISS . The second part of the costs are due to the imperfection of quality assurance. Even if we predict an artifact as defective and apply quality assurance measures, there is no guarantee that a defect is actually found. We model this chance that quality assurance fails as qf (d) where qf (d) ∈ [0, 1) is the expected value that the defect is not found by the quality assurance. We assume that qf (d) < 1, i.e., that the quality assurance has a chance to uncover all defects. The expected costs due to defects that are missed by the quality assurance are qf (d) · loss(d) for all artifacts d ∈ D P RED . The expected costs due to post release defects are
(9)
Complete general cost model
If we use our definitions from equations (6)-(9) within equation (5), we get
(10)
CONDITIONS FOR COST-SAVING DEFECT PRE-DICTION
A still unanswered question in defect prediction research is what it means for a defect prediction model to be good and when defect prediction is actually successful. To our mind a defect prediction is successful, if it saves costs, i.e., has a positive profit. Whether a concrete defect prediction model is cost saving, depends not only on the quality of the predictions, but also on the actual costs of defects and the costs for quality assurance. These costs depend on the project context. Therefore, general statements whether defect prediction models are cost saving or not are impossible. However, if we assume that the costs for defects are a known constant C, we can proof boundary conditions on C that must be fulfilled in order for the defect prediction model to have a positive profit. That constant costs C for defects are not unreasonable for practical purposes is discussed in Section 6.3. Within this section, we derive boundary conditions on the costs of defects C. With Theorem 1 we specify boundary conditions that must be fulfilled to have a positive profit in comparison to randomly applying quality assurance to artifacts with probability p qa . Theorem 1 specifies the boundary conditions using the fraction of the sum of the costs saved due to predicted defects ( d∈D P RED (qf (d) − 1)) and the costs saved if defects are randomly predicted correctly ( d∈D p |d| qa · (1 − qf (d))) as denominator and the costs for quality assurance for randomly predicted artifacts ( s∈S p qa · qa(s)) minus the costs of quality assurance due to a defect prediction model ( s∈S:h(s)=1 qa(s)−C IN IT −C EXEC ) as nominator. Depending on whether this ratio is positive or negative, Theorem 1 defines an upper, respectively lower boundary on the costs of defects. Theorem 1. Let S be the artifacts of a software product with post-release defects D, h : S → {0, 1} a defect prediction model, qa(s) the costs for the quality assurance of artifact s ∈ S, qf (d) the expected value that quality assurances misses a defect d, loss(d) = C the costs of a defect. Furthermore, let p qa be the probability that quality assurance is applied to an artifact randomly.
The defect prediction model h has an expected positive profit in comparison to the random selection of artifacts with probability
Proof. To proof the boundaries on C, we analyze the expected profit of a defect prediction model in comparison to randomly selecting artifacts, which is
where is cost as defined in Equation (10) and cost random are the costs of defect prediction if quality assurance is applied randomly with probability p qa . We get the cost random by applying the preconditions of this theorem to Equation (10) and get
Thus, we have
Therefore, the profit is positive, if
We now move all terms that contain loss(d) to the left-hand side of the equation and get
The right-hand side of the equation is now equal to y as defined in Equation (12) . For the left-hand side, we use that one of the conditions of our theorem is loss(d) = C and get
Because C is independent of the terms of the sums, we can factorize C and get
Because
We can reformulate this as
The left-hand side of the equation is C · x with x as defined in Equation (11). If we divide by x, we get our boundary conditions for C.
We use Theorem 1 to derive two corollaries. Corollary 1 specifies a lower boundary through not applying additional quality assurance at all, which is the same as a random defect prediction model with probablity p qa = 0. The resulting boundary condition basically means that the costs saved due to predicted defects must be greater than the costs for the additional quality assurance. Corollary 2 specifies an upper boundary through applying additional quality assurance to all artifacts, which is the same as a random defect prediction model with probability p qa = 1. The resulting boundary condition basically means that the costs due to missed defects must be lower than the costs for the quality assurance for the artifacts that were not predicted as defective would have been. Corollary 1. Let S be the artifacts of a software product with post-release defects D, h : S → {0, 1} a defect prediction model, qa(s) the costs for the quality assurance of artifact s ∈ S, qf (d) the expected value that quality assurances misses a defect, loss(d) = C the costs of a defect.
The defect prediction model h has a positive profit in comparison to no quality assurance for any artifact s ∈ S if
.
Proof. No quality assurance is the same as a random approach for defect prediction with p qa = 0. We use this to calculate x and y from Theorem 1.
For y we get that
Because the first term is zero, we get
For x we get that
When we remove the terms that are now zero, we get
Since qf (d) ∈ [0, 1) it follows that qf (d) − 1 < 0 and consequently that x < 0. Thus, Equation (14) applies and we get
We can factorize -1 from the nominator of the right-hand side and then multiply the -1 with the denominator instead and get
Corollary 2. Let S be the artifacts of a software product with post-release defects D, h : S → {0, 1} a defect prediction model, qa(s) the costs for the quality assurance of artifact s ∈ S, qf (d) the expected value that quality assurances misses a defect, loss(d) = C the costs of a defect. The defect prediction model h has a positive profit in comparison to quality assurance for all artifacts s ∈ S if
Proof. Quality assurance for all artifacts s ∈ S is the same as a random approach for defect prediction with p qa = 1. We use this to calculate x and y from Theorem 1.
We can rewrite this as
Since qf (d) ∈ [0, 1) it follows that 1 − qf (d) > 0 and consequently x > 0. Thus, Equation (13) applies and we get
INITIALIZATIONS OF THE GENERAL COST MODEL
To actually initialize our cost model and use it for the computation of costs and concrete values for the boundary conditions on defect costs, we need estimations for C IN IT , C EXEC , qa(s), qf (s), and loss(d). We start this section with a discussion on how each of these costs components may be estimated. Then, we proceed to initialize six concrete cost models from the general costs model including the resulting boundary conditions on the costs of defects.
One-time and execution costs
In Section 4.1, we already argued that the costs C IN IT and C EXEC are rather an issue of the development of a tool market, than of the actual performance of the defect prediction model. Moreover, tooling costs are usually small in comparison to other human resources. Because these costs are likely a minor costs component and not a deciding factor for the introduction of a defect prediction model, we assume these costs to be zero and omit them from the initializations of the general cost model. In case the costs are known for a specific use case, the constants can simply be added to the model again, without major changes. The impact of this decision is further discussed in Section 8.5.
Cost of quality assurance
For the size-aware cost model, we assume that the costs of quality assurance are a linear function of the size of a software artifact, i.e., qa size (s) = C QA · size(s) (38) where C QA is a constant that describes the quality assurance costs per size unit. The idea to measure quality assurance effort in relation to the size of software artifacts is, e.g., also used by Rahman et al. [18] and Canfora et al. [22] , [36] , who both use the lines of code of the software artifacts as indicator for quality assurance efforts.
In case a simpler approach is wanted or the size of artifacts is not considered a relevant factor, we propose to use constant costs for quality assurance independent of the size, i.e., qa const (s) = C QA .
The assumption of constant costs is also used, e.g., in the cost models by Khoshgoftaar et al. [25] , [26] and Zhang and Cheung [28] . In both cases, the values for the constants in a concrete use of the cost model must be estimated by a member of the organization that wants to use the model based on the quality assurance measures that are applied.
Costs of defects
The costs of defects are hard to estimate. To the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence on the costs of post-release defects in general. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the costs of post-release defects depend strongly on the project context and the defects themselves. Some defects are extremely costly, others may be very cheap. In conclusion, there is no general way to estimate the costs of defects. To the best of our knowledge, there is also no study that links the costs of defects to specific features, e.g., the source code or similar. Because of that, the (currently) only reasonable way for estimating the costs of defects is to use a constant for the costs of defects, i.e.,
This constant reflects the mean costs of defects within a project. Same as for C QA , the value of this constant should be estimated by a member of the organization based on data about past defects.
Quality assurance failures
We use Bernoulli experiments to determine if quality assurance fails to reveal a defect d in artifact s, i.e., we assume that we have a probability of p qf that the quality assurance does not discover a defect d in s, independent of s itself. In order to successfully prevent a post-release defect d, the quality assurance must not fail to reveal d on all artifacts s ∈ d. Thus, we have to perform |d| Bernoulli experiments and the quality assurance fails if any of the Bernoulli experiments fails. This is the opposite of |d| times not failing the Bernoulli experiment, which has a probability of (1 − p qf ) |d| . Thus, the probability of not finding a defect is 1 − (1 − p qf ) |d| . It follows that we can also do a single Bernoulli experiment with probability 1 − (1 − p qf ) |d| . Since the expected value of the success of repeated Bernoulli experiments is the same as the probability of the Bernoulli experiment, we get
Cost ratios
For the above definitions of costs, we use the constants C QA and C DEF to model the average costs of quality assurance, respectively defects. Let C be the ratio between the average costs, i.e., C = C DEF C QA . This estimation of costs as a ratio is based on the work by Khoshgoftaar et al. [25] , [26] . Since we do not know the actual project-specific costs, we can assume without loss of generality that C QA = 1, which means that we assume that our quality assurance constant is "one cost unit". We then get C = C DEF 1 = C DEF . Thus, this ratio is consistent with the costs for defects for which we defined boundary conditions in Theorem 1, Corolarry 1, and Corolarry 2. We can use C to reformulate equations (38)- (40) as
Through this ratio, organizations also do not need to estimate C QA and C DEF directly anymore. An estimate how much the costs of defects is in relation to the costs for the quality assurance is sufficient.
Relationship between artifacts and defects
Another factor that influences how we initialize the general cost model is the actual relationship between artifacts and defects. There are three relevant scenarios.
1) The n-to-m is the scenario we considered so far, i.e., each defect may belong to multiple artifacts and each artifact may contain multiple defects. This is the most complex, but also most realistic scenario. The importance of this scenario was also highlighted by Hemmati et al. [20] in their work on exploiting the n-to-m relationships for improving rankings of defect prediction models. 2) In the 1-to-m scenario, each defect may only belong to one artifact, but artifacts may have multiple defects. This scenario is relevant, because it reflects defect prediction data sets with bug counts, e.g, [37] . 3) In the 1-to-1 scenario, each artifact is either labeled as defective or not. All information regarding the number of artifacts that are impacted by a defect or the number of defects per artifact is ignored. Some data sets contain this kind of data, e.g., the NASA MDP data. 1 Moreover, this scenario is dominant in the evaluation of defect prediction approaches in the literature, as can, e.g., be seen in the analysis which metrics were used for the evaluation of studies on cross-project defect prediction [16] , [38] .
Theoretically, we could also consider the n-to-1 scenario, i.e., each defect may belong to multiple artifacts, but each artifact may only be affected by one defect. To the best of 1. http://openscience.us/repo/defect/mccabehalsted/ our knowledge, this scenario was never considered in defect prediction research so far. Moreover, defect data sets with bug counts demonstrate that there are files that are affected by multiple defects, i.e., that this scenario is unrealistic. Therefore, we do not consider this relationship any further.
Initializations of the cost model
Due to the two ways to model the quality assurance costs (size-aware and constant), and the three relationships between artifacts and defects (n-to-m, 1-to-m, 1-to-1), we get a total of six initializations of our general cost model.
We start with the initialization of the general cost model from Equation (10) using the size-aware quality assurance costs qa size and the loss function from Equation (42). This way, we get a size-aware cost model with an n-to-m mapping between artifacts and defects cost size,n/m = s∈S:h(s)=1 size(s)
Because d∈D M ISS C = |D M ISS | · C, we can rewrite Equation (43) 
We get a 1-to-m relationship between software artifacts and defects if we assume |d| = 1 for all d ∈ D. We observe that
When we use this to simplify Equation (44), we get a sizeaware cost model with a 1-to-m mapping between artifacts and defects cost size,1/m = s∈S:h(s)=1 size(s)
Because d∈D P RED p qf · C = |D P RED | · p qf · C, we can rewrite this as 
If we further assume that there is only one defect per artifact, it follows that |D M ISS | = f n and |D P RED | = tp. Using this, we can further simplify the cost model from Equation (47) and get a size-aware cost model with a 1-to-1 mapping between artifacts and defects cost size,1/1 = s∈S:h(s)=1 size(s) If we initialize the general cost model from Equation (10) with qa const from Equation 42, we get a constant cost model where the artifact size is not taken into account and a n-to-m relationship between artifacts and defects 
We can simplify Equation (50) analogously to Equation (47) and get a constant cost model with a 1-to-m mapping between artifacts and defects
Similarly, we can simplify Equation (51) analogously to Equation (48) and get a constant cost model with a 1-to-1 relationship between artifacts and defects.
The above initializations of the cost model can be used to calculate the costs only if an estimate for the ratio between the costs for defects and the costs for quality assurance C is available. If an organization cannot estimate these costs, we can apply these initializations to corollaries 1 and 2 and derive cost boundaries that define for which cost ratios C a defect prediction model would be cost saving. Organizations could then estimate if it is likely that their ratio C is within the boundaries and determine if the defect prediction model has cost saving potential, even though they cannot determine the amount of the cost savings directly. The following corollary formalizes this and establishes the boundary conditions for the different initializations of the cost model.
Corollary 3.
Given the cost functions cost size,n/m , cost size,1/m , cost size,1/1 , cost const,n/m , cost const,1/m , respectively cost const,1/1 , a defect prediction model h : S → {0, 1} has a positive profit given software artifacts S and defects D if
with C size,n/m , C size,1/m , C size,1/1 , C const,n/m , C const,1/m , and C const,1/1 the ratios between the costs of defects and costs for quality assurance, respectively.
Proof. The boundaries follow directly from the Corollary 1, Corollary 2 and the definitions and calculations from Section 6.
EXPERIMENTS
While the focus of this article is a theoretical model, we also want to get insights into the practical relevance of the model. The main difference between our approach and the state of the art is that consider an n-to-m relationship between artifacts and defects. Thus, the primary goal of these experiments is to evaluate if there are difference in real-world data between the 1-to-1, the 1-to-m and the n-tom cost models. Differences between the 1-to-1 and 1-to-m cost model should manifest for all projects, in which there are artifact that are affected by multiple defects. Differences between 1-to-m and n-to-m should manifest for all projects, in which there are defects that affect multiple files. A secondary goal of these experiments is to get insights into the empirical relationship between confusion matrix based metrics and the cost boundaries. Through this, we want to answer the question if metrics like precision and recall may be sufficient to evaluate the cost effectiveness of defect prediction models.
Data
We used SmartSHARK [39] to collect data from a convenience sample of fifteen Apache projects to conduct our experiments. 2 . For each project, we collected the commits for the year 2017 from the master branch of the repository. Then, we identified the links between commits and issues 2. Detailed steps of the data collection are part of the replication kit [40] .
in the Jira issue tracker of the project. We labelled commits as fixing defects, if referenced an issue of type "bug", that has the status "resolved" or "closed" or had this status at any point in their lifetime, and that is not a "duplicate" of another issue. Once we identified which defects were fixed, we used the hunks of the commits to identify which files were changed during the correction of an issue. We filtered the hunks to exclude changes that only affected whitespaces or comments. In case the same issue was referenced as part of multiple commits, the hunks for all referencing commits were used. We created a matrix for each project that has as rows the file names and as columns the defects that were fixed, and the entries depict whether a file was part of a bugfixing commit for the issue. We only allowed files ending with .java as part of the data set and furthermore used a heuristic to exclude tests 3 . Defects that were fixed in the year 2017 but that did not lead to any change in a Java file were ignored. We did not use any keywordbased approach for the identification of bugfixing commits, as these cannot distinguish between pre-release defects and post-release defects. By using only labels based on issues we ensure that our data contains only post-release defects. We manually validated for all issues that affected more than one Java files that they were really defects and discarded all issues that are mislabeled as defect in the issue tracking system. The manual validation followed the criteria for defects established by Herzig et al. [41] . This way, we discarded 175 issues of 413 issues that affect multiple files. We restricted our manual validation to issues affecting multiple files due to the high manual effort required for the validation of issue types. By only excluding issues that affect multiple files, we bias the evaluation against showing a difference between the n-to-m model on the one hand, and the 1-to-1 and the 1-to-m model on the other hand. Table 1 gives an overview over the projects we analyzed. The table shows the number of files of the project (|S|), the number of files that were affected by any defect (|S DEF |), the number of defects that were fixed (|D|), the mean number of files affected by each defect (mean(|d|)), and the mean logical Lines Of Code (LOC) 4 .
Simulation of defect prediction
The goal of our experiments is to get insights into our cost model, especially the impact of the different relationships between defects and artifacts (1-to-1, 1-to-m, n-to-m) on the boundary conditions for cost effective defect prediction. To achieve this, we simulated classification models for defect prediction that achieve different performances on the data. We performed a Bernoulli experiment for each software artifact with the expected accuracy as probability to simulate the defect prediction. If the experiment is successful, we assign the correct label, if it fails we flip the label. We used the values 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05 for the expected accuracy. To account for the randomness of the labelling, we repeated this 100 times. We use the formulas from Corollary 3 to calculate the boundaries on the cost efficiency for the defect prediction for each simulation run.
Results
Because our results are based on simulated defect prediction models and we are only interested in the general trends, we do not report the exact values of the simulation within this article, but only perform a visual analysis. Due to space restrictions, we cannot include all results in this manuscript. However, plots for all simulations, the raw simulation results, the defect data we collected for the projects, as well as the source code for the simulation and the generation of the plots can be found in our replication kit [40] . Figure 1(a)-(b) show representative results of the simulations with a perfect quality assurance, i.e., p qf = 0. The plots depict how the upper and lower boundaries of the different cost models evolve with respect to the metrics recall ( tp tp+f n ) and precision ( tp tp+f p ). We choose to show recall and precision here, because these are the most commonly used metrics for defect prediction research [38] . The different colors show the data for the different relationships between software artifacts and defects. We identified two types of projects regarding the trends for the boundaries, that are distinguished by the required values for recall and precision for the model to be cost saving.
•
Projects where defect prediction can be cost saving with a high value for recall and a very low precision (< 25%). The projects archiva, cayenne, commonsmath, deltaspike, falcon, kylin, nutch, storm, struts, tez, tika, wss4j, and zookeeper belong to this category for which the difficulty of cost saving defect prediction is low.
• Projects where defect prediction can be cost efficient with a high value for recall and a mediocore precision (> 25% and < 50%). The projects kylin and zeppelin belong to this category for which the difficulty of cost saving defect prediction is medium.
We note that there are no projects that require a high precision for cost effective defect prediction in our data. Figure 1(c) shows the result for falcon with p qf = 0.5, i.e., a fifty percent chance that a defect is missed in an artifact regardless of the additional quality assurance. This result is representative result for the effect of imperfect quality assurance (p qf > 0) on the cost boundaries. For all projects, we observe two changes with increasing values of p qf . First, the cost ratios C for which defect prediction may be cost saving increases with p qf . This is expected, because (1−p qf ) is part of the denominator of all cost boundaries. Second, cost saving defect prediction models can be achieved with a lower performance of the defect prediction model for the n-to-m relationship. This is likely due the fact that the denominator contains (1 − p qf ) |d| for the n-to-m. This gives more weight to defects that affect only few artifacts, i.e., that are easier to predict.
DISCUSSION
While we evaluated our cost model only on simulated data and not on real defect prediction data sets, there are already several important insights that highlight the need for such a cost model for accurate evaluations of defect prediction models. 
Impact of n-to-m relationships
There are large differences between the n-to-m, the 1-tom and the 1-to-1 cost model. This is true both for the required performance of the models that allow for cost efficient predictions (i.e., lower boundary is less than upper boundary) as well as the range of values C for which the prediction is cost saving. This effect is present for all projects we analyzed.
Thus, the results demonstrate that evaluations of defect prediction models may lead to wrong conclusions if the nto-m relationship between defects and artifacts is ignored. The estimated intervals for the cost ratio between defects and quality assurance for which defect prediction is cost efficient differs strongly from assuming 1-to-1 relationships. We expected this result due to multiple reasons:
• In the 1-to-1 relationship, the same defects may be counted as multiple distinct defects, i.e., once for each artifact that is affected.
•
In the 1-to-1 relationship, defects may be ignored, i.e., if one artifact is affected by multiple defects.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publication on defect prediction, that evaluates the results with respect to the n-to-m relationship. This problem affects all current defect prediction research. To the best of our knowledge, there is only the work by Hemmati et al. [20] , that exploits the n-to-m relationship for the generation of a ranking of files. However, Hemmati et al. evaluate their study based on the density of remaining defects per file, i.e., they use an effort-aware 1-to-m metric for the the evalution of their results. We note that all approaches from the state of the art can be evaluated with respect to the n-to-m relationship, even if they completely ignore this property. This is possible, because our cost model only requires a binary function for labeling of single artifacts as defined in Equation (2) . Regardless, algorithms that would already consider the nto-m relationship while fitting a prediction model, as is done by Hemmati et al. [20] , are likely to perform better.
Moreover, the currently publicly available data sets do not contain the required information to evaluate n-to-m relationships instead of 1-to-1 relationships. While some popular data sets (e.g., [23] , [42] ) contain defect counts and can be used for evaluations respecting the 1-to-m relationship, others contain only binary labels and thus can only be used for 1-to-1 relationships (e.g., the NASA MDP data). The data published together with the RELINK approach is the only exception [43] . The prepared data for defect prediction only contains binary labels and, thus, only allows the evaluations with 1-to-1 relationships. However, the provided meta-data contains the links between all issues and commits, as well as the files that were touched in each commit. Thus, the generation of n-to-m relationships would be possible with further processing of the meta data.
However, RELINK only contains data about four projects and only for three of them the complete data required for defect prediction are available. This is too few for realistic evaluations and, therefore, cannot be used to resolve this problem for our community. To resolve this problem, we require new public data sets for defect prediction research. With such new data, we can improve our evaluations to take the n-to-m relationship into account and investigate the severity of ignoring this aspect in the last decades.
Relationship to confusion matrix based metrics
Our cost model is not unrelated to other performance measures. Our simulations already show that the boundaries are correlated with traditional measures like precision and recall. However, these correlations are not linear. For the constant cost model with 1-to-1 relationship between artifacts and defects and assuming perfect quality assurance, the lower boundary is actually the inverse of precision. The recall has no direct relationship with the cost boundaries. Due to the non-linearity of the relationship, an increase of, e.g., 10% recall does not mean that the costs are reduced by 10% or the boundaries change by 10%. For example, Figure 1(a) shows that if the recall for falcon is increased from 80% to 90%, there is a superlinear change of the upper boundary and a roughly linear change of the lower boundary. Thus, using such metrics for the comparison of models is -to some degree -a viable solution for the comparison of defect prediction models, even though the impact of the difference in performance metrics on costs may be misleading. However, our results also clearly show, that if only such metrics are considered, the crucial aspect of whether a prediction model can actually save costs is neglected.
Criteria for successful defect prediction
We consider defect prediction as successful if it can save costs. Our results show that there is no definitive value for metrics like precision and recall where defect prediction can be cost saving and that this is project dependent. For many projects we considered, a precision of less than 25% was sufficient for cost savings. Thus, criteria that define the success defect prediction using performance metrics like recall, precision, and accuracy are misleading (e.g., [4] , [44] , [45] ). Using the boundary conditions of our cost model gives a hard criterion that is required for defect prediction to be successful, i.e., that the lower boundary must be less than the upper boundary.
The impact of the size
The trends for the size aware and constant cost model are almost the same, the difference is only the value for the cost ratio C, which is roughly shifted by multiplying the mean LOC of each project. This change is expected, as C models the relation between quality assurance costs per complete artifacts and defects for the constant cost models, and the relation between the quality assurance costs per lines of code and defects for the size aware cost model. From the literature, we would have assumed that the differences between the size aware and the constant cost model are larger, e.g, because of the work by Rahman et al. [18] . However, our results indicate that while the size has an effect, the overall trend of how the boundaries behave is the same for the constant cost model and the size aware cost model. However, the reason for this lack of a stronger effect may be due to our randomized simulation of defect prediction models. Since size is often a strong predictor in defect prediction models, sometimes even outperforming machine learning [15] , the results may change if prediction models that consider the size during predictions, are used.
Boundary conditions are required but not sufficient
While our boundary conditions are required for a positive profit they are not sufficient. Thus, even if the cost ratio of quality assurance efforts and defects of a project is within the interval of cost-saving cost ratios for a defect prediction model as defined by Corollary 3, it is possible that there is no positive profit. The reason for this is our assumption that the one-time and continuous costs are zero for our initializations. While we believe that these costs are relatively small (see Section 4.1), the interval between the upper and lower boundary decreases, as is shown by the corrolaries 1 and 2. Thus, if the actual cost ratio is very close to the boundaries, the actual profit could still be negative.
Additionally, our approach only considers success from the management perspective, i.e., related only to monetary issues. This does not cover whether software developers would actually use the defect prediction model as expected and what would be required to achieve this, as such considerations are out of scope of this article.
Using the cost model
Our work demonstrates the need for cost modeling of defect prediction models that goes beyond the standard measurements of prediction performance like precision and recall, because these measures are not directly related to the actual cost-saving potential of a defect prediction model. For the adoption of our cost model for future research, we propose the following.
1) Adopt the n-to-m relationships. Our findings clearly show that the results of the realistic n-to-m relationships between artifacts and defects deviate from the simple 1-to-1 and 1-to-n. Therefore either the size-aware or constant cost n-to-m model should be used.
2) Evaluate if the prediction model is cost saving. All papers should evaluate if the lower bound is really less than the upper bound. If this is not the case, the defect prediction cannot save costs in comparison to one of the trivial baselines of either predicting nothing, or predicting everything.
3) Compare the upper and lower boundaries. In case different defect prediction models are compared to each other, the upper and lower boundaries are valuable metrics. We suggest that the boundaries are used instead of precision and recall for the comparison of models, as they give a more realistic picture on the actual performance of the prediction model in a realistic setting, because the relationship of the costs with precision and recall is not linear 8.2. Additionally, project managers can use the upper and lower boundaries to estimate if the defect prediction model can be cost saving in their project. Based on their intuition of what defects costs for the project, they can evaluate if the project/organization is within the cost saving area of the defect prediction model. The advantage of the boundaries is that project managers do not need to have exact estimates for the costs. If they can estimate a range in which the costs are, this is sufficient to evaluate if the defect prediction model can be cost saving. 4) Compare the range of cost saving ratios C. In addition to the comparison of the boundaries, the difference between the upper and the lower boundary should also be considered. We suggest that this comparison replaces performance measures like the F −M easure as a large range of cost efficient values indicates that the model performs well under different circumstances. Moreover, the farther the actual cost ratio of a project is away from the boundaries, the higher the profit. Thus, defect prediction models with larger ranges between the boundaries are not only costsavings for more projects, but can also save more costs. 5) Evaluate for perfect and imperfect quality assurance. Our results show that the cost efficiency of defect prediction models changes with the effectiveness of the applied quality assurance to reveal predicted defects. We suggest that both perfect (i.e., p qf = 0) as well as imperfect (e.g. p qf = 0.5) quality assurance is considered for evaluations.
Possible Improvements
While we believe that our general cost model covers the most important factors and the the initializions are based on reasonable assumptions, there may be opportunities to further improve the model.
On the one hand, the cost model could be initialized differently. In this case, Theorem 1 and corollaries 1 and 2 would not be affected. Then researchers could take pattern from Corrolory 3 and calculate the cost boundaries for the other initializations. For example, the costs for the quality assurance could be estimated in relation to the complexity of artifacts instead of the size, or even a combination of both. This way, the cost estimation could possibly better account for the impact of developer experience on the quality assurance costs.
On the other hand, there are several ways in which the general cost model may be extended. One possible extension would be to replace the constants C EXEC for continuous costs, C QA for the quality assurance costs per unit, and C DEF for the costs per defect with random variables. All three constants represent the mean costs that would occur. Consequently, these constants ignore the uncertainty in the probability distribution of these costs. A more realistic model would be to replace these constants with random variables that represent the probability distribution of these costs. This way, the cost model could account for randomly occurring continuous costs like the change of team members, respect that the quality assurance costs may vary per unit, and incorporate a more realistic model for the costs of defects. Mathematically, the current constants would be the expected value of the random variables, and, consequently, the cost boundaries we calculated would represent the expected cost boundaries. The random variables would enable a mathematical analysis of the uncertainty of these cost boundaries. However, a necessary precursor is that the probability distributions of these costs would be known, as the uncertainty of the costs could not be expressed otherwise.
Another possible extension is to incorporate additional cost factors into the cost model, e.g., drawbacks and benefits of the approach that are not directly associated to costs. For example, prediction models with a low precision may still be cost efficient, but they could potentially also be frustrating for developers due to the large amount of false positives. On the other hand, the developers would gain more experience with the artifacts that are false positives and they may also develop more (automated) tests for these artifacts. Thus, there would be an indirect gain in experience and possible future cost savings due to the larger test suite. Such cost terms could be added to the general model in Equation (5) . As a consequence, Theorem 1 would have to account for these cost terms, which may modify the cost boundaries. A similar approach would be to subdivide the existing cost factors. E.g., the quality assurance costs could be divided into the costs due a potentially delayed release and the costs for additional man power required for the quality assurance. Alternatively, the cost model could be used as is, but instantiated twice: once with only man power considerations, once with only time considerations. This would allow managers to evaluate if the prediction model may be more expensive in terms of man power, but effective in terms of loss due to a delayed release.
A further possible extension of the cost model is to subdivide the cost factors, e.g., to subdivide the costs of defects into costs for security issues, costs for defects that crash the application, and costs for other defects. However, this extension is incompatible with the mathematical analysis we conducted in this article. We were only able to proof the boundary conductions because we could reduce the number of unknown variables to one by considering the costs for quality assurance and the costs for defects as a ratio. If we would, e.g., subdivide the costs of defects into three subcategories, we would have three such ratios as unknown variables and would need to establish boundary conditions for these variables that would not be independent of each other. Thus, we do not believe that such an extension of this cost model is feasible. 5 Regardless, if random variables are used as we described at the beginning of this section, the distribution of the random variable could account for the different types of defects, e.g., by modelling the distribution of the cost of defects as a mixture of the distributions of the costs of security issues, costs of crashes, and costs of other defects.
Threats to Validity
There are several threats to the validity of our work, which we report following the classification by Wohlin et al. [46] .
Construct Validity
The evaluation of the boundary conditions through simulation of defect predictions may be unsuited for the evaluation of trends. We mitigated this by simulating the prediction an real-world data and sampling accross a large range of prediction performances. There may be a defect in the code for the simulations of defect prediction and the evaluation of them using our cost model for the experiments performed in Section 7. However, the source code is relatively short and not very complex. Moreover, we reviewed the source code to minimize this possibility.
Internal Validity
There may be important factors influencing the costs of defect predictions, which we did not include in the general 5 . We note that extensions with additional cost terms may lead to the similar problems with the mathemical analysis. model. We scanned the literature regarding related work to costs of defect predictions to mitigate this threat. Moreover, we initialized the cost model using different assumptions. These assumptions may be unrealistic or wrong, leading to wrong conclusions. We explained the rationale behind each design decision and, if possible, grounded them in prior work from the literature to mitigate this threat.
We have only presented the results of the trends of the cost model with respect to precision and recall, because these are the most common metrics used for defect prediction research. These trends may look different using other metrics. However, other common metrics are either directly or indirectly related to precision and recall, e.g., the F-Measure, G-Measure, or AUC. This mitigates the threat that our conclusions, especially regarding the impact of the n-tom relationship may be wrong.
The collected data may also contain problems we have not addressed causing noise in the data. Commits may reference multiple issues, which could lead to double counting of files for defects. However, only 46 of the 1493 commits that address defects reference multiple issues, i.e., the effect of this would be very small.
Moreover, we have not manually validated that all changes within a commit that fixes a defect are really part of the correction of the defect. This means that our data may have an inflated number of files per defect, which could bias the results towards showing differences between the n-to-m cost model and the 1-to-1 and the 1-to-m cost model. To mitigate this threat, we cross-checked our ratio of files per defect mean(|d|) with the results by Mills et al. [47] , who manually validated the file actions. Based on the results by Mills et al., mean(|d|) falls into the interval [1.11, 2.13] with 99.5% confidence. Our data has a mean value of 1.56. Thus, even if there are false positive file actions in our data, the results from the experiment should still be representative.
Additionally, we took a closer look at the projects tika and zookeeper, as Mills et al. [47] manually validated data from these projects, although from a different time period than our data. We evaluated how many changes to files Mills et al. manually determined as part of the correction of a defect and compared this to the number of of changes to files that we identify with our heuristic for the removal of false positive file changes based on changes to whitespaces, comments, and tests. For tika, Mills et al. identified 22 changes to files for the correction of defects and 27 changes to files that were unrelated to defects. We correctly filtered 22 of the 27 unrelated changes. For zookeeper, Mills et al. identified 114 changes to files for the correction of defects and 126 unrelated changes. We correctly filtered 98 of the 126 unrelated changes. Overall, we filtered 78% of the unrelated changes. Thus, we removed most of the noise from our data. Consequently, it is highly unlikely that the remaining noise is strong enough to alter our results to such a degree that no differences due to the n-to-m relationship would be visible anymore.
External Validity
While we evaluated our cost model on fifteen real-world projects, we only used simulation and did not use actual defect prediction models. From our results, we extrapolate that our cost model is required and can affect the results of evaluations for all real-world project where a subset of the defects affect multiple files, due to the n-to-m relationship. However, we cannot definitively conclude this.
Reliability
The filtering of issues whether they are really defects or not may affect the results of this article and depends on the author. To mitigate this threat to the reliability, we followed the same rules for defects as Herzig et al. [41] and documented all decisions in the replication kit. Due to the results of Herzig et al. [41] , we expected to discard between 27.4% and 42.9% of the issues with 99.5% confidence. Thus, the 175 413 = 42.4% discarded issues are within the bounds established by the state of the art, indicating that this study is reliable.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we specified a cost model for software defect prediction, showed how the cost model can be used to calculate the profit of defect prediction, and defined mathematically provable boundaries that defect prediction must fulfill in order to allow for a positive profit under any circumstances. We have shown how our cost model can be initialized using different assumptions. Using simulated defect prediction data, we have analyzed the impact of the assumptions on the costs. Using these insights, we provide guidelines for using our cost model in future research. Moreover, we discovered a flaw in all current defect prediction data sets and consequently also all evaluations of defect prediction approaches due to an oversimplification of the relationship between software artifacts and defects.
In future work, we will apply our cost model to the state of the art of defect prediction and assess under which conditions the predictions are successful and compare defect prediction models with respect to their cost-saving potential. However, before such an analysis is possible, we will work on creating a new defect prediction data set that allows for evaluations that respect the n-to-m relationship between software artifacts and defects as our simulations show that cost estimation are very different if this aspect is not considered. Another important aspect of future work are measures for the acceptance of defect prediction models by develepors. While the profit is an imporant indicator for success of a technique from the management perspective, tools that apply defect prediction must be used by developers. For example, our results show that a positive profit can sometimes be achieved even with a low precision, i.e., many false positives. However, whether developers would accept this and under which circumstances they may accept a high number of false positives has not yet been sufficiently addressed in the literature.
